INTRODUCTION
The need for low temperature thin film processing techniques has become increasingly important as the dimension of the integrated devices continues to decrease.
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., To achieve these high electrical characteristics, the thin oxide films however must show uniform and continuous in thickness through an extended lateral dimension. As the film thickness decreases, the interfacial structure between the amorphous Si0 2 and the Si substrate also becomes more critical in determining the electrical properties. Hence, 
Structural characterization
HRTEM was used to compare ECR oxides to thermal oxides of equivalent thicknesses. Figure 1 shows images of thick ECR and thermal oxide films, capped with an evaporated aluminum gate, grown on Si substrates. The thickness of the ECR oxide in figure 1a ) is approximately 100 nm, and of the thermal oxide in figure 1b) is about 70 nm.
At this magnification, both oxides seem to show uniform film thickness and interfaces.
Both the Si/Si02 interfaces and the oxide -aluminum interfaces are flat over an extended area The structures of two oxides are indistinguishable from each other.
General observation of the Si/Si0 2 interfaces of oxides grown thermally and in ECR plasma reactor revealed no significant differences in structure and roughness. Thin oxide films of 7 nm thickness have been produced by this fabrication method in reproducible fashion. Cross-sectional images of such a thin oxide with an aluminum overlayer and the corresponding diffraction pattern are shown in figure 3 . The thickness of the film is uniform over the region that is visible in the electron microscope, which is at least a few micron long, as can be seen in figure 3a ). .... .
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